On 1st December the FCA attended the CEO Board meeting to provide an update on current
supervisory activity and plans for 2021.
These are the brief notes from that update.
The Head of the Rapid Response unit (part of the Supervision team) spoke about 3 priorities firms need
to action as a result of the FCA’s recent surveys.
1. Wind down planning
• Firms are not articulating processes for individual customer groups well enough and not
providing clarity on the process that would be followed to return money to those different
groups.
• Firms are not distinguishing between solvent and insolvent wind downs. The FCA are not seeing
an in depth breakdown of the costs that would be involved, so they are not getting confidence
that firms have a comprehensive plan for the two different scenarios.
• Firms are not identifying key 3rd party providers who would support the wind down, e.g. a firm
providing data. There is also little reference to the staff and costs involved in keeping those
services going in order to enact an orderly wind down.
• The FCA highlighted the importance of the CEO in a wind down plans. CEO’s should be engaged
in the firms wind down plans and have a comprehensive understanding of the plan so they
could execute it if required.
2. Capital Planning
• Common Equity Tier 1 capital is being included but not correctly e.g. including intra year profits
that haven’t been audited, or preference shares.
• The current construct of the capital is following the rules and required in the approach
document, however the FCA noted that firms are only holding as much as the rules require but
no buffer.
• AFEP have made the point that firms are required to do what the rules require of them i.e. only
hold the levels of capital outlined in those rules and it is not for firms to set their own
requirements and rules.
3. Letters of acknowledgment from banks
As part of the updated guidance issued in July 2020, firms are required to have an appropriate letter
from their banking provider around the interests related to their Safeguarding account. They provided
an example acknowledgment letter (Annex 1 of the July 2020 guidance), however they are finding that
a number of firms are receiving letter from banks that don’t cover the required points.
Section 10.40 of the Approach document requires that firms

“should have an acknowledgement or otherwise be able to demonstrate that the authorised credit
institution or authorised custodian has no rights (e.g. a right of set off) or interest (e.g. a charge)
over funds or assets in that account.”

Section 1.11 of the Coronavirus and Safeguarding Customer Funds Guidance states:

“Alternatively, where firms cannot get such an acknowledgement letter, as explained in paragraph
10.40, they should still be able to demonstrate that the safeguarding credit institution or custodian
has no such interest in, recourse against, or right over the relevant funds or assets in the
safeguarding account. This should be clearly documented, and agreed by the relevant credit
institution or custodian, for example in the account terms and conditions. We may ask firms for
copies of their documentation referred to in this paragraph.”
Despite section 1.11, the FCA have made it clear that banks should provide acknowledgment letters in
the format the FCA have prescribed in Annex 1. The FCA have seen banks provide these letters and
they therefore feel that there is no reason for firms not to have on file the prescribed letter.
AFEP asked the FCA to make this request directly to the banks as a more efficient way of resolving the
issue. The FCA committed to taking this action away. If your bank will not provide this prescribed
letter, please let Liz Allison know and we can get a sense of how big an issue this is.
Some other points to note:
• FCA are contacting firms, not because there is a problem but that they want to get comfort
and understanding. The FCA seem broadly happy that firms are performing well on the whole
and acknowledge that the surveys are a blunt tool to record issues or track data – furloughing
staff or P&L position.
• Furloughing staff is a trigger for them to have a look at the firm.
• The FCA intend to keep having these conversations for some time to come.
• So far most of the firms can give comfort to the FCA that they’ve appropriate plans in place.
The FCA are most alarmed about wind down plans. They haven’t seen one yet that gives them comfort
that it could be triggered.
There was no further feedback on AML however AFEP has received that feedback separately and will
update members via the FinCrime Working Group.
AFEP raised intra-day Safeguarding as an issue as well as when the obligation to safeguard ends and
we will continue to discuss this with them. Without clear guidance, some firms will have provided a
financial buffer, sought insurance cover or undertook procedural changes, however we believe the FCA
should provide guidance in this regard.
Members are reminded that the FCA stated in July 2020 that further consultations would be held to
enhance this guidance and we expect to see that over the coming months.

